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Context and goal 
 
Traditional rendering in computer graphics consists of taking a geometric model with 
textures, materials and lights and performing lighting simulation (or some approximation 
thereof); an alternative with very different tradeoffs is Image-Based Rendering (IBR) 
[Buehler 01, Chaurasia 13], which allows free-viewpoint 3D navigation of a real scene, 
captured with a set of photographs (“multi-view dataset”). We first estimate a coarse 3D 
model and camera poses using computer vision techniques; IBR then reprojects the input 
photos into novel views, allowing free-viewpoint navigation. We have developed novel 
algorithms that greatly improve the quality of IBR  [Hedman 16, Hedman 18]. In the most 
recent solution [Hedman 18], we use a deep learning approach to significantly improve image 
quality. 
 
A different approach is Deferred Neural Rendering (DNR) that learns novel-view synthesis in 
an end-to-end manner [Thies 19]. In particular, this approach learns a feature vector in each 
texel of a UV-map built over a reconstructed object, allowing high-quality novel view 
renderings including non-diffuse effects and in cases with imprecise geometry. However, a 
very large number of images are required to learn these feature vectors to allow good quality 
rendering. It is also unclear to which extent the texture atlas must be continuous to allow the 
method to work in general scenes, and how robust the method is to occlusion boundaries. In 
this internship, we will evaluate these issues, and propose a new solution using additional 
data, in the spirit of [Hedman 16, 18].  

Approach 
 
We will start by evaluating the dependence of DNR on the number of input images and the 
type of materials in the scene, and then move on to the dependence of occlusion boundary 
complexity. All of these tests will be performed using synthetic scenes, to allow flexibility 
and quantitative evaluation of the results. The internship will include a significant system-
building effort (e.g disk caching, sample cropping etc.), in particular to handle the large data 
requirements for training. We will focus on these three aspects, i.e., image density, material 
properties and occlusion boundaries.  
 
We will then focus on developing a view-dependent UV-map approach to learning features. 
We will use the per-view meshes and UV-maps of [Hedman 18], and learn equivalent 
features to those in DNR for these meshes. Rendering will then be performed in a hybrid 
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manner, by first estimating a novel view depth map using the per-view meshes, then using a 
network-based renderer similar to DNR. We expect this strategy to significantly diminish 
the number of images required for training, and to allow treatment of scenes with complex 
occlusion boundary configurations. 
 
Depending the advancement, we will also investigate the treatment of non-diffuse 
materials. Treating this problem presents different challenges, since the density and 
placement of input cameras is critical in this context. We will investigate theoretical 
arguments using Fourier analysis (in the spirit of [Milednhall 19]), coverage and 
reconstruction of the reflected radiance field, to determine the required density and 
placement of cameras to correctly learn to reconstruct non-diffuse reflective behavior. 
 

Work environment and requirements 
 
The internship will take place at Inria Sophia Antipolis, in the beautiful French Riviera. Inria 
will provide a monthly stipend between 450 and 1100€ depending on the situation of the 
candidate.  The intern will work closely with the Ph.D. students in the group. 
 
Candidates should have strong programming and mathematical skills as well as knowledge 
in computer graphics (a 4th year or higher graphics course is desirable), computer vision, 
geometry processing and machine learning. Successful Masters internships may lead to a 
Ph.D. in the context of the ERC FUNGRAPH project (http://fungraph.inria.fr) 
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